1. NACM secured a $200,000.00 SJI grant to take the previously developed list of competencies from the Delphi Study. This evolved into the NACM Core Competencies, a highly impartial project to court administration around the world.

2. A NACM team attended the Leadership Institute in Judicial Education (LIJE) at the University of Memphis. This effort informed the next several conferences.


4. Participated in the NCSC’s 25\textsuperscript{th} anniversary Conference on the Judiciary in Williamsburg. NACM had its Mid-Year Conference there which created an action agenda for courts.

5. Launched the first iteration of the NACM website in 1996

6. Published the \textit{Public Information Programs} mini-guide

7. Ended term with Albuquerque conference, Rethinking the Delivery of Justice, Are We Doing the Right Things?